
#

29

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6004 241 4.59 1.61 33.5 10 35 6.85 4.49 09'09" 18

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Competitive Toughness, Gap Vision, Finish Yards after Contact, Ball Security

WORST

RB

Power based Blocking scheme that incorporates PA passes that complement the run. 

2010: No Injuries; 2011: Grade 2 Left MCL Tear (Missed Wk 6 – Wk 7); 2012: Groin 

(Preseason), Neck and Back Stinger (Wk 1 No Games Missed); 2013: No Injuries; 2014: 

Shoulder Injury (Missed Wk 16); 2015: Sprained Right MCL (Wk 1 No Games Missed), 

Hip Injury (Wk 14 placed on IR for the Season)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

6th year RB that has started 42 of 91 games in his career. In 2015, he played in Josh McDaniels Power

Running Scheme with a few Zone Runs scattered in combined with PA Passes, Quick Screens, and 3,

5, and 7 Step Drops. He was used as the Main Power Runner between the tackles on 1st and 2nd downs

utilizing Dion Lewis, James White, and Brandon Boldin on 3rd downs and passing situations. Big Bruising

Back with a very good frame and weight having good height and hand size. Overall good AA using good

lateral agility and balance combined with solid quickness and explosiveness. Solid mental

processing pre-snap to recognize defensive alignments with an understanding post-snap to read

through level 1 blocks to level 2 to get match-ups with smaller support players in a Power based

running scheme. Good vision to find lanes in a Gap scheme to patiently wait for the picture to unfold

with solid burst to hit the hole with the capability to create when a play breaks down using good jump cuts

to avoid defenders and create positive yardage. Solid play speed to beat solid LBs to get to the edge and turn

the ball upfield for critical yards. Shows good play strength with his aggressive nature to run behind his

pads having good lean and balance under contact with the ability break tackles and finish runs

forward for yards after contact. Good physical toughness to engage in contact over and over with the desire

to drive piles and a good ability to finish runs consistently. Good mental toughness to be a closer on 3rd

downs, in the Redzone, and at the end of games where the defense knows he is getting the ball with the

capacity to continually execute at a high level. Shows good ball security keeping the ball high and tight with

the understanding of when to put 2 hands on the ball when being hit. He displays a solid ability to catch

the ball out of the backfield on swing passes and stab routes. He struggles to process Zone Runs because

of his inability to trust what he is seeing at the 1st level to set up his blocks at the 2nd level, which

leads to indecision and missteps resulting loss of yardage. He is not the homerun threat he once was

having an inability to run away from secondary defenders. He also has trouble blocking in the passing

game because of his marginal awareness of who he needs to block, which leads to adequate technique

and an inefficiency to protect the QB. He has an adequate capability to transition after catching the ball and

gathering himself leading to defenders closing in on him limiting yards after the catch. Rotational RB

that thrives in a Gap/Man Based Blocking scheme to utilize his good vision to hit gaps and ability to create

when the play breaks down. Would struggle in a Zone Blocking Scheme and when he is asked to block

in the passing game.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

100
Games Started

43
Games Won

Pass Blocking, Processing in Zone Run, Transition after Catch 

PROJECTION
Rotational RB that thrives in a Gap/Man Based Blocking scheme to utilize his good 

vision to hit gaps and ability to create when the play breaks down. Would struggle in a 

Zone Blocking Scheme and when he is asked to consistently block in the passing game.

2015: vs. JAX, vs. MIA, vs. WAS, at NYG, vs. BUF

62
Winning %

62%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2013: AFC Offensive Player of the Week (Wk 17), Career: 4.4 Yards Per Rush
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Oregon (ORUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Blount, LeGarrette
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

12-5-86 (30)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Enderson, Brock

TEAM


